
 

Above: Lot’s of working dashboards.  Notice the wandering dinosaurs! 

Developed by Looking Glass Technologies, Car & Driver was released January 
1993.  In typical EA style, it had fantastic presentation with detailed background 
information for the ten cars and the various tracks. It was delivered in the style of 
the magazine by the same name.   It was fully polygonal and had one major triumph 
above Test Drive 3, which it clearly modelled itself on.  For the first time in a game, 
Polygon shading was deployed on the car models (it appears to be Gourard, but the 
machines of the time would have no chance of Gourard shading in real time, think 
of it as feux-Gourard).  In addition it had some fairly hi-res textures for trees, sign-
posts and the like.  Each track was quite unique in that some were highways, some 
race tracks and one even a supermarket car park. 
 
Competing for realism with F1GP was a tall order and  C&D had it’s own unique 
brand of realism, meaning each car and track had to be learnt.  For instance one car 
was so powerful you could not really use any power from it, as it insisted on 180 
degree spins the moment you hit the gas.  It was good fun trying though, especially 
on the drag strip where a readout of speed/time chart is offered and auto gear 
change removed. 
 
Camera work in C&D is great, with lots of options including a facility to raise the 
camera height on the in-car and bonnet cam.  The in-car dashboards are superb and 
fully functional.  Replays are always interesting with other cars sometimes dashing 
about, with helicopters and jet planes on some tracks.   
 
The audio wasn’t up to much, but nor was the PC capable of good audio at this 
time.  Though some of the cars were great models, the Shelby Cobra left a lot to be 
desired!  It looked more like the classic 1957 Ferrari also in the game. 

RIP - Looking Glass Studios 
 

Born 1989, Texas.  Murdered by financial trouble May 2000.   
 

In an odd twist, this racing game developer went on to pro-
duce flight simulations, as opposed to most who develop 
flight sims and move forward to racers.  They never produced 
any further racing games.   


